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Introduction

With all of the hype surrounding object-oriented programming, it can be difficult to separate the truth from fantasy. If you have picked up this book, it is likely that you have developed an interest in learning more about what the excitement is all about. This book provides the answers that you are looking for.

The goal of this book is to teach you how to think about writing ABAP™ software from an object-oriented point-of-view. After reading this book, you will be equipped to work with many of the new and exciting ABAP-based technologies based on ABAP Objects such as Web Dynpro, ABAP Object Services, SAP® Business Workflow, and Web Services.

Target Group and Prerequisites

This book is intended for ABAP application developers that have some basic experience writing ABAP programs using the ABAP Development Workbench. Basic ABAP language concepts are not covered in this book, so you have not worked with ABAP before, read ABAP Objects – ABAP Programming in SAP NetWeaver (SAP PRESS, 2007). Of course, in an introductory book such as this, no prior object-oriented experience is expected.

The object-oriented extensions to the ABAP programming language (i.e., the Objects part of ABAP Objects) were made available in SAP R/3 4.6C. Therefore, you do not have to have the latest version of the SAP NetWeaver Application Server ABAP (AS ABAP) to start working with most of the object-oriented concepts described in this book. However, additions to the standard that were added in subsequent releases are pointed out where appropriate.

If you want to reproduce the examples in the book and don’t have access to an AS ABAP instance, you can download a trial version from the SAP Developer Network (http://sdn.sap.com) that you can install on your local PC. From the main page, select Downloads • Software Downloads • SAP NetWeaver Main Releases. There, you will find several versions of the AS ABAP that you can install depending on your preferred operating system, and so on. Each download pack-
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age comes with a set of instructions to help you get started. The SAP Developer Network forums can also provide useful tips if you run into problems.

Structure of the Book

In many ways, this was a very difficult book to write. Doing a topic like this justice requires a healthy balance between theoretical and practical concepts, so many practical examples are included that illustrate theoretical concepts.

The first part of the book helps get you started quickly by describing basic object-oriented concepts using a series of simple object-oriented programs. The second part of the book covers core object-oriented concepts such as encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism. The final part of the book teaches you how to apply these concepts using the tools and services available in the SAP NetWeaver Application Server.

The end of each chapter includes a brief tutorial on the Unified Modeling Language (UML). These tutorials show you how to express your object-oriented designs using a graphical notation that is commonly used throughout the industry.

In detail, the chapters provide the following content:

- **Chapter 1: Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming**
  Object-oriented programming is steeped in theory. Therefore, before we delve into the creation of classes, we need to review this theory so that you can understand how everything fits together. The concepts described in this chapter provide you with the foundation you need to start developing classes.

- **Chapter 2: Working with Objects**
  This chapter reinforces the theoretical concepts covered in Chapter 1 by allowing you to get your hands dirty by creating some simple object-oriented programs written in ABAP Objects. Here, we will spend a lot of time looking at the ABAP Objects syntax for defining classes, methods, and so on. This syntax is highlighted by a series of examples that illustrate how classes can be used in practical situations.

- **Chapter 3: Encapsulation and Implementation Hiding**
  This chapter introduces you to two important concepts in object-oriented design: encapsulation and implementation hiding. First, the importance of these concepts is demonstrated by observing some problems with code librar-
ies developed using procedural methods. Then, you will learn how to avoid these problems in class libraries through the use of access specifiers. Finally, we will take a step back and look at ways to develop reusable classes using a technique called design-by-contract.

- **Chapter 4: Object Initialization and Cleanup**
  This chapter walks you through the lifecycle of objects from creation to deletion. Along the way, you will learn how to interact with this process to maximize performance and improve the integrity of your designs.

- **Chapter 5: Inheritance**
  One of the potential side effects of good object-oriented designs is the ability to reuse code. In this chapter, you will learn how to reuse classes using the concept of inheritance. We will also consider an alternative form of class reuse known as composition.

- **Chapter 6: Polymorphism**
  This chapter shows you how to exploit inheritance relationships described in Chapter 5 using a technique referred to as polymorphism. This discussion is highlighted by the introduction of interfaces, which are pure elements of design.

- **Chapter 7: Component-Based Design Concepts**
  After covering the basics of object-oriented programming in Chapters 1–6, this chapter broadens the focus a bit by showing you how the ABAP Package Concept can be used to organize your class libraries into coarse-grained development components.

- **Chapter 8: Error Handling with Exceptions**
  This chapter explains how to deal with exceptions in your classes and programs using the ABAP class-based exception handling concept.

- **Chapter 9: Unit Testing with ABAP Unit**
  This chapter shows you how to develop automated unit tests using the ABAP Unit test framework. These tests help you ensure that your classes deliver on the functionality described in their API contracts.

- **Chapter 10: Working with the SAP List Viewer**
  This chapter is the first of three case study chapters that show you how ABAP Objects classes can be used in many common development tasks. In this chapter, you see how to create interactive reports using the new object-oriented
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ALV Object Model. This chapter also provides a practical example for working with events in ABAP Objects.

- **Chapter 11: ABAP Object Services**
  This chapter demonstrates the use of the services provided by the ABAP Object Services framework. In particular, you will learn how to use these services to develop persistent classes whose state can be stored in the database without having to write a single line of SQL.

- **Chapter 12: Working with XML**
  This chapter concludes the case study series by showing you how to work with XML documents using the object-oriented iXML library provided with the SAP NetWeaver Application Server. This discussion also provides you with an opportunity to develop an abstract data type that uses most of the concepts described throughout the course of the book.

- **Chapter 13: Where to Go From Here**
  In this final chapter, we will look ahead to see how to apply the object-oriented concepts learned in this book in real-world projects.

- **Appendix: Debugging Objects**
  In this appendix, we will look at how to use the ABAP Debugger tool to debug object-oriented programs.

**Conventions**

This book contains many examples demonstrating syntax, functionality, and so on. Therefore, to distinguish these sections, we use a font similar to the one used in many integrated development environments to improve code readability:

```abap
CLASS lcl_test DEFINITION.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  ...
ENDCLASS.
```

As new syntax concepts are introduced, these statements are highlighted using a bold listing font (i.e., the `PUBLIC SECTION` statement in the preceding code snippet).
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As your understanding of a problem domain matures, so also does your comprehension of the relationships and responsibilities of the classes that are being used to model software systems based on that domain. This chapter begins our discussion of inheritance, which is a key object-oriented concept that can be used to expand and refine your object model to evolve with ever-changing functional requirements.

5 Inheritance

In Chapter 3, Encapsulation and Implementation Hiding, we examined how you might try to construct a reusable code library using procedural design techniques. During our investigation, we observed some of the problems that can make it difficult to reuse these libraries in other environments. In the past, whenever developers encountered these kinds of challenges, they typically either tried to enhance/rework the library to accommodate the new requirements, or they cut their losses and salvaged as much of the code as possible by copying and pasting it into new development objects. Unfortunately, neither one of these approaches works very well in practice:

- Modifying the code library to handle new requirements threatens the integrity of pre-existing programs using the library because it is possible that errors could be introduced into the system along with the changes.
- The copy-and-paste approach is less risky initially but ultimately increases the cost of long-term maintenance efforts because redundant code makes the overall code footprint bigger, often requiring enhancements/bug fixes to be applied in multiple places that can be difficult to locate.

The reusability predicaments described here are not unique to procedural programming. In fact, just because a class has been well encapsulated does not mean that it is immune to the types of errors that could be introduced whenever changes are made to the code. However, there are measures that you can take in your object-oriented designs to avoid these pitfalls.
In this chapter, we will examine how the concept of inheritance can be used to make copies of a class without disturbing the source class or introducing redundant code. You will also learn about another technique called composition that provides a way to reuse classes in situations where inheritance doesn’t make sense.

5.1 Generalization and Specialization

One of the most difficult parts of the object-oriented design process is trying to identify the classes that you will need to model a domain, what the relationships between those classes should be, and how objects of those classes will interact with one another at runtime. Even the most knowledgeable object-oriented developers rarely get it all right the first time. Often developers new to Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) are troubled by this, fearing the long-term consequences of early design mistakes. Fortunately, the use of good encapsulation and implementation hiding techniques should minimize the “ripple effects” normally associated with changing modularized code.

Nevertheless, certain changes force us to look at the problem domain in a whole new way. Here, for instance, you may discover that your original design was not sophisticated enough to handle specialized cases. Frequently, during gap analysis, you may realize that you have either failed to identify certain classes in the domain or that you have defined particular classes too generically.

For example, let’s say you take a first pass through a set of requirements for a human resources system. During this analysis process, you discover a need for an Employee class, among others. However, during the implementation cycle of the project, more requirements come out that describe specific functionalities relevant for certain types of employees. At this point, you could try and enhance the original Employee class to deal with these added features, but this seems counter-intuitive because it clutters the class with too many responsibilities. On the other hand, abandoning the Employee class altogether in favor of a series of specialized classes (e.g., HourlyEmployee, etc.) leads to the kind of code redundancy issues that you want to avoid. Fortunately, object-oriented languages such as ABAP Objects provide a better and more natural way for dealing with these kinds of problems.
The concept of inheritance can be used to extend a class so that you can reuse what is already developed (and hopefully tested) to expand the class metaphor to better fit specialized cases. The newly created class is called a subclass of the original class; the original class is called the superclass of the newly created class. As the name suggests, subclasses inherit components from their superclass. These relationships allow you to build a hierarchical inheritance tree with superclasses as parent nodes and subclasses as child nodes (see Figure 5.1). In Chapter 6, Polymorphism, you will see how members of this inheritance tree can be used interchangeably, providing for some interesting generic programming options.

Figure 5.1 Inheritance Hierarchy for Employees

The root of every inheritance tree is the predefined empty class OBJECT; thus every class that we have created so far has implicitly inherited from this class. To demonstrate how to establish explicit inheritance assignments, let’s consider the example code shown in Listing 5.1.

REPORT zemployee_test.
CLASS lcl_employee DEFINITION.
PUBLIC SECTION.
  DATA: id TYPE numc10 READ-ONLY. *Demo Purposes Only!!
ENDCLASS.
CLASS lcl_hourly_employee DEFINITION
INHERITING FROM lcl_employee.
PUBLIC SECTION.
METHODS:
constructor IMPORTING im_id TYPE numc10
im_wage TYPE bapicurr_d.
calculate_wage.
PRIVATE SECTION.
CONSTANTS: CO_WORKWEEK TYPE i VALUE 40.
DATA: hourly_wage TYPE bapicurr_d.
ENDCLASS.
CLASS lcl_hourly_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
METHOD constructor.
* Must call the constructor of the superclass first:
 CALL METHOD super->constructor( ).
* Initialize the instance attributes:
id = im_id.
hourly_wage = im_wage.
ENDMETHOD.
METHOD calculate_wage.
* Method-Local Data Declarations:
DATA: lv_wages TYPE bapicurr_d. "Calculated Wages
* Calculate the weekly wages for the employee:
lv_wages = CO_WORKWEEK * hourly_wage.
WRITE: / 'Employee #', id.
WRITE: / 'Weekly Wage:', lv_wages.
ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.
START-OF-SELECTION.
* Create an instance of class lcl_salaried_employee
* and call method "calculate_wage":
DATA: gr_employee TYPE REF
TO lcl_hourly_employee.
CREATE OBJECT gr_employee
Listing 5.1 Example Report Showing Inheritance Syntax

The report program ZEMPLOYEE_TEST in Listing 5.1 contains two simple classes: lcl_employee and lcl_hourly_employee. In this example, class lcl_hourly_employee is a subclass of class lcl_employee and therefore inherits its public id attribute. Note that the id attribute is only defined in the PUBLIC SECTION of class lcl_employee for the purposes of this demonstrative example. You will learn about a better alternative for providing access to sensitive superclass components in Section 5.2.1, Designing the Inheritance Interface.

The inheritance relationship is specified using the INHERITING FROM addition to the CLASS DEFINITION statement that was used to define class lcl_hourly_employee. Inside class lcl_hourly_employee, several references are made to the id attribute from the lcl_employee superclass. Here, notice that we didn’t have to do anything special to access this component in the subclass because it has been automatically inherited from the superclass.

You can define inheritance relationships in global classes by clicking on the CREATE INHERITANCE button on the CREATE CLASS dialog box (see Figure 5.2). This adds an additional SUPERCLASS input field that can be used to enter the superclass (see Figure 5.3).

You can also maintain the inheritance relationship on the PROPERTIES tab of the Class Editor (see Figure 5.4). Here, you can remove the relationship or define a new superclass as well. Inheritance is more than just a fancy way of copying classes into new classes. Inheritance defines a natural relationship that will likely expand over time.

To appreciate the nature of this relationship, let’s consider a situation where you are asked to start keeping track of addresses for employees. Furthermore, let’s imagine that you have extended the class hierarchy from Listing 5.1 to include various other subclass types. In this case, you need to maintain addresses for all employees. You could add an address attribute to each of the subclasses, but that would be redundant because every type of employee should have an address. The logical place to create the address attribute is in the superclass lcl_employee.
Figure 5.2 Defining Inheritance for Global Classes — Part I

Figure 5.3 Defining Inheritance for Global Classes — Part II

Figure 5.4 Editing Inheritance Relationships for Global Classes
Making the change in the lcl_employee superclass ensures that the address attribute is automatically inherited by each of the subclasses because of the inheritance relationship that they maintain with the superclass. However, if you make changes in the subclasses (e.g., lcl_hourly_employee), these changes are not reflected in the superclass. This functionality allows you to expand your code libraries with subclasses that do not jeopardize the integrity of their superclasses and the production code that is depending on them.

5.2 Inheriting Components

So far, our discussions on the subject of component visibility have focused on designing a class’s public and private interface from an external user point-of-view. However, inheritance adds a new dimension into the mix because we now also need to consider how to define the interface between a superclass and its subclasses. Sometimes, you might want to provide access to a component in subclasses without having to expose the component in the public interface.

For example, in Listing 5.1 shown earlier, if the id attribute of class lcl_employee had been placed in the PRIVATE SECTION of the class, that attribute could not be addressed inside the lcl_hourly_employee subclass. Therefore, id was exposed as a public, read-only attribute. Of course, good implementation hiding techniques would call for exposing access to that private attribute through a getter method, but you get the idea.

5.2.1 Designing the Inheritance Interface

To address this middle ground, ABAP Objects provides another alternative by allowing you to define components within the PROTECTED SECTION of a class definition.

The components defined within the PROTECTED SECTION of a class make up the interface between a superclass and its subclasses. Subclasses can access components defined in the PROTECTED SECTION of a superclass in the same way that they would access components defined in the PUBLIC SECTION of that superclass. To the outside world however, components defined in the PROTECTED SECTION of a class behave just like components defined in the PRIVATE SECTION of the class. Listing 5.2 redefines the lcl_employee class from Listing 5.1 to use the PROTECTED SECTION visibility area.
CLASS lcl_employee DEFINITION.
  PROTECTED SECTION.
    DATA: id TYPE numc10,
       hire_date TYPE sydatum.
  ENDCCLASS.

CLASS lcl_hourly_employee DEFINITION
  INHERITING FROM lcl_employee.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  METHODS:
    constructor IMPORTING im_id TYPE numc10
       im_hire_date TYPE sydatum.
    display.
  ENDMETHOD. 

CLASS lcl_hourly_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    * Must call the constructor of the superclass first:
      CALL METHOD super->constructor( ).
    *
    * Initialize the instance attributes:
      * Notice that we can access these attributes directly:
        id = im_id.
        hire_date = im_hire_date.
  ENDMETHOD. 

  METHOD display.
    WRITE: / 'Employee #', id.
    ' was hired on', hire_date.
  ENDMETHOD. 

ENDCLASS.

Listing 5.2 Defining and Accessing Protected Components

As you start to design your inheritance interfaces, it is important not to get carried away with defining components in the PROTECTED SECTION of the class. Sometimes, we tend to think of subclasses as having special privileges that should allow them full access to a superclass. Here, it is essential that you employ the encapsulation concept of least privilege when designing your subclasses.

The concept of least privilege implies that if a subclass doesn’t really need to access a component, then it shouldn’t be granted access to that component. For
example, imagine that you have defined some superclass that contains certain components that you want to change in some way. If these components are defined in the protected visibility section of the superclass, it is quite possible that these changes cannot be carried out without affecting all of the subclasses that may be using these components. The general rule of thumb here is to always define attributes in the private visibility section. If a subclass needs to be granted access to these components, then the access should be provided in the form of getter/setter methods that are defined in the `PROTECTED SECTION` of the class. This little bit of additional work ensures that a superclass is fully encapsulated.

### 5.2.2 Visibility of Instance Components in Subclasses

Subclasses inherit the instance components of all of the superclasses defined in their inheritance tree. However, not all of these components are visible at the subclass level. A useful way of understanding how these visibility rules work is to imagine that you have a special instance attribute pointing to an instance of the superclass inside of your subclass. You can use this reference attribute to access public components of the superclass, but access to private components is restricted just as it would be for any normal object reference variable.

As it turns out, this imaginary object reference metaphor is not too far off from what is actually implemented in subclasses behind the scenes. Subclasses contain a special `pseudo reference` variable called `super` that contains a reference to an instance of an object of the superclass’s type. This reference is used to access components of a superclass inside a subclass. The primary difference between the `super` pseudo reference variable and a normal reference variable is that the `super` pseudo reference can also be used to access components defined in the `PROTECTED SECTION` of the superclass it points to.

The use of the `super` pseudo reference variable is optional (as was the case with the `me` self-reference variable discussed in Chapter 2, Working with Objects) but can be used in situations where explicit reference to superclass components is needed. Normally, you will simply access the components of the superclass directly, but it is important to remember that the compiler is implicitly plugging in the `super` pseudo reference behind the scenes to properly address these components. If you operate in this mindset, the visibility rules for accessing superclass components should be pretty intuitive.
Public and protected components of classes in an inheritance tree all belong to the same internal namespace. This implies that you cannot create a component in a subclass using the same name that was used to define a component in a superclass. There is no such restriction on the naming of private components, however. For example, if you define a private component called `comp` in a superclass, you can reuse this same name to define components in subclasses without restriction.

### 5.2.3 Visibility of Class Components in Subclasses

Subclasses also inherit all of the class components of their superclasses. Of course, as was the case with instance components, only those components that are defined in the public or protected visibility sections of a superclass are actually visible at the subclass level. However, in terms of inheritance, class attributes are not associated with a single class but rather to the overall inheritance tree. The change in scope makes it possible to address these class components by binding the class component selector operator with any of the classes in the inheritance tree.

This can be confusing because class components are defined in terms of a given class and probably don’t have a lot of meaning outside of their defining class’s context. To avoid this kind of confusion, it is recommended that you always address class components by applying the class component selector to the defining class’s name (e.g., `lcl_superclass=>component`). That way, your intentions are always clear.

### 5.2.4 Redefining Methods

Frequently, the implementation of an inherited method needs to be changed at the subclass level to support more specialized functionality. You can redefine a method’s implementation by using the `REDEFINITION` addition to the method definition in your subclass.

The code example in Listing 5.3 shows how class `lcl_hourly_employee` is redefining the default (dummy) implementation of method `calculate_wage` from the `lcl_employee` superclass. In Section 5.3.1, Abstract Classes and Methods, we will demonstrate a better approach for defining methods like `calculate_wage` at a generic superclass level.
Inheriting Components

CLASS lcl_employee DEFINITION.
  PROTECTED SECTION.
  METHODS:
    calculate_wage RETURNING VALUE(re_wage)
    TYPE bapicurr_d.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD calculate_wage.
  * Empty for now...
  ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl Hourly_employee DEFINITION
  INHERITING FROM lcl_employee.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  METHODS:
    calculate_wage REDEFINITION.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl Hourly_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD calculate_wage.
  * re_wage = hours worked * hourly rate...
  ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.

Listing 5.3 Re defin ing Methods in Subclasses

To redefine a method in a global class, place your cursor in the Method column for the method that you want to redefine, and click on the Redefine button (see Figure 5.5).

![Figure 5.5 Re defining Methods in Global Classes](image)
Whenever you redefine a method, you are only allowed to redefine its implementation — the method interface (or signature) must remain the same. The redefinition obscures the superclass’s implementation in the subclass, which means that whenever a call is made to the method for an object of the subclass type, the redefined implementation will be used instead. Sometimes, the redefinition simply needs to add on to what was previously implemented in the superclass. In this case, you can use the `super` pseudo reference to invoke the superclass’s method implementation so that you don’t have to reinvent the wheel.

### 5.2.5 Instance Constructors

Unlike other normal instance components, constructors are not inherited. If you think about it, this makes sense because each class only knows how to initialize objects of its own type. To ensure that the instance attributes of its superclasses are also properly initialized, a subclass is required to explicitly call the constructor of its superclass before it starts to initialize its own instance attributes. This is achieved using the syntax shown in Listing 5.4. Here, the use of parameters is optional depending upon whether or not the constructor of the immediate superclass requires them.

```abap
CALL METHOD super->constructor
   [EXPORTING
    im_param1 = value1
    im_param2 = value2
    ...].
```

**Listing 5.4** Syntax for Calling the Constructor of a Superclass

Whenever you instantiate a subclass using the `CREATE OBJECT` statement, the ABAP runtime environment will take care of recursively walking up the inheritance tree to make sure that the constructor of each superclass is called. At each level in the inheritance hierarchy, a superclass’s constructor will only have visibility to its own components and those defined in its superclasses. This implies that a method call inside the superclass constructor will be bound to the implementation defined for that superclass and not a redefined version defined at the subclass level.

This complex sequence of events is best demonstrated using an example. In Listing 5.5, the subclass `lcl_child` redefines the `message` method that was inherited...
from class `lcl_parent`. As you can see, the `message` method is called in the constructors for both classes. However, if you instantiate an object of type `lcl_child`, you will see that the constructor of the `lcl_parent` class called its own implementation rather than the redefined version in class `lcl_child`.

```plaintext
CLASS lcl_parent DEFINITION.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
    METHODS: constructor, message.
  ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_parent IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    CALL METHOD me->message.
  ENDMETHOD.  "constructor

  METHOD message.
    WRITE: / 'In parent...'.
  ENDMETHOD.  "message
  ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_child DEFINITION INHERITING FROM lcl_parent.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
    METHODS: constructor, message REDEFINITION.
  ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_child IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    CALL METHOD super->constructor.
    CALL METHOD me->message.
  ENDMETHOD.  "constructor

  METHOD message.
    WRITE: / 'In child...'.
  ENDMETHOD.  "message
  ENDCLASS.
```

**Listing 5.5** Example Showing Constructor Call Sequence and Scope
5.2.6 Class Constructors

Each subclass is also allowed to define its own unique class constructor. This constructor gets called right before the class is addressed in a program for the first time. However, before it is executed, the ABAP runtime environment walks up the inheritance tree to make sure that the class constructor has been called for each superclass in the inheritance hierarchy. These class constructor calls occur in the proper order.

For example, let’s imagine that you have a class hierarchy with four classes A, B, C, and D. When a program tries to access class D for the first time, the runtime environment will first check to see if the class constructors have been called for classes A, B, and C. If the class constructor has already been called for class A, but not for B and C, then the order of class constructor calls will be B, C, and D. This ensures that the class attributes of a superclass are always properly initialized before a subclass is loaded.

5.3 The Abstract and Final Keywords

Occasionally, you may identify an occurrence where you need to define a class whose functionality cannot be fully implemented on its own. Such classes must be completed by subclasses that fill in the gaps.

5.3.1 Abstract Classes and Methods

A crude way of dealing with these gaps is to create “dummy” methods to completely define the class. However, this can be dangerous because often these methods really don’t make much sense in the context of a generic superclass. In these situations, it is better to define an abstract class that explicitly delegates unknown features to subclasses. Because their implementation is incomplete, abstract classes cannot be instantiated on their own. Their purpose is to provide a common template that makes it easier to implement specialized subclasses.

To understand how all this works, let’s revisit the Employee example initially shown in Listing 5.1. There, method calculate_wage was not created at the superclass level but rather at the subclass level (i.e., in class lcl_hourly_employee). However, if you think about it, this method is really applicable for all types of employees. Of course, at the generic superclass level (i.e., in class
lcl_employee), we do not know how to calculate the wages of an employee. Never-
theless, as you will see in Chapter 6, Polymorphism, it is advantageous to define
this behavior at the appropriate level in the inheritance hierarchy.

The code in Listing 5.6 shows how the class hierarchy has been reworked (or
refactored) by defining lcl_employee as an abstract class. Method calculate_wage
has also been defined as an abstract method inside class lcl_employee. These
changes force any subclasses of lcl_employee to either provide an implementation
for method calculate_wage or be defined as abstract (thus further propagating
the functionality down the inheritance hierarchy). In this case, method
calculate_wage has been fully implemented in class lcl_hourly_employee.

CLASS lcl_employee DEFINITION ABSTRACT.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
    METHODS:
      constructor IMPORTING im_id TYPE numc10,
      calculate_wage abstract.
  PROTECTED SECTION.
    DATA: id TYPE numc10.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    id = im_id.
  ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_hourly_employee DEFINITION
  INHERITING FROM lcl_employee.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
    METHODS:
      constructor IMPORTING im_id TYPE numc10
      im_wage TYPE bapicurr_d,
      calculate_wage REDEFINITION.
    PRIVATE SECTION.
      CONSTANTS: CO_WORKWEEK TYPE i VALUE 40.
      DATA: hourly_wage TYPE bapicurr_d.
  ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_hourly_employee IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
Inheritance

* Must call the constructor of the superclass first:
  CALL METHOD super->constructor( im_id ).

* Initialize the instance attributes:
  hourly_wage = im_wage.
ENDMETHOD.  "constructor

METHOD calculate_wage.
* Local Data Declarations:
  DATA: lv_wages TYPE bapicurr_d.  "Calculated Wages

* Calculate the weekly wages for the employee:
  lv_wages = CO_WORKWEEK * hourly_wage.

  WRITE: / 'Employee #', id.
  WRITE: / 'Weekly Wage:', lv_wages.
ENDMETHOD.  "calculate_wage
ENDCLASS.

Listing 5.6 Defining Abstract Classes and Methods

You can create abstract global classes by setting the instantiation type to ABSTRACT on the Properties tab of the Class Editor (see Figure 5.6).

![Figure 5.6 Creating Abstract Global Classes](image)

To create abstract methods for global classes in the Class Editor, place your cursor in the Method column, and click on the Detail View button. This opens up a dialog box that allows you to modify various attributes for the method. In this case,
click the **Abstract** checkbox. This opens a prompt advising you that the method implementation was deleted (see Figure 5.7).

![Figure 5.7 Defining Abstract Methods for Global Classes](image)

### 5.3.2 Final Classes

Sometimes, you may refine a class hierarchy to the point where it no longer makes sense to extend it. At this stage, it is best to announce this situation formally by marking the class’s inheritance tree as complete using the **FINAL** modifier. Final classes cannot be extended in any way, effectively concluding a branch of an inheritance tree. The syntax for creating final classes is shown in Listing 5.7.

```plaintext
CLASS lcl_ender DEFINITION FINAL.
  ...
ENDCLASS.
```

**Listing 5.7** Syntax for Defining Final Classes
Global classes are marked as final by selecting the Final checkbox on the Properties tab in the Class Editor (see Figure 5.8).

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 5.8** Marking Global Classes as Final

You should exercise extreme caution when deciding to mark a class as final. Although you may think that you have reached the end of the class hierarchy, it is hard to know for certain. The bottom line is that if you have any doubts about what you are doing, it’s probably best that you don’t do it.

### 5.3.3 Final Methods

A less risky approach to finalizing a class is to mark individual methods as final. This way, you still leave yourself the option for extending the class without allowing users of that class to redefine specific methods that you believe to be complete. The syntax for defining final methods is shown in Listing 5.8.

```plaintext
CLASS lcl_ender DEFINITION.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  METHODS: complete FINAL.
ENDCLASS.

Listing 5.8 Defining Final Methods
```

You can mark the final indicator for methods in global classes in the same method Detail View screen shown in Figure 5.7. Here, you simply click the Final checkbox to mark the method as complete (see Figure 5.9).
Developers sometimes get confused by the hype surrounding inheritance, assuming that they must make extensive use of it in their designs to be true object-oriented programmers. Note that while inheritance is powerful, it is not always the best solution for reusing code from existing classes. In fact, one of the worst mistakes you can make is to try to stretch classes to fit into some sort of loosely formed inheritance relationship.

Whenever you are thinking of defining a new class in terms of some pre-existing class, you should ask yourself whether or not the relationship between the subclass and superclass fits into the is-a relationship mold. To illustrate this, let’s consider an inheritance tree for various types of order objects (see Figure 5.10). At each level of the tree, you should be able to apply the is-a relationship between a subclass and its superclass, and it should make sense. For example, a SalesOrder is an Order, and so on.
Most of the time, the application of the is-a test should make inheritance relationships between classes pretty obvious. For example, if we try to extend the Order class in Figure 5.10 to create a Delivery subclass, the is-a relationship would not make sense (i.e., a Delivery is not an Order).

Although this observation should be clear to even the novice developer, it is not uncommon to encounter situations where developers have tried to create inheritance relationships like this in an effort to leverage classes that have useful features or similarities to the ones they are trying to implement. Whenever you find yourself stuck trying to figure out ways to define an inheritance relationship between two classes, it is a good idea to take a step back and think about the relationship between the classes from a logical perspective. If you think about it, a Delivery is not an Order, but an Order does have one or more Deliveries associated with it. This has-a association is commonly referred to as a composition relationship.

The term composition basically describes the reuse of existing functionality in classes by integrating objects of those classes as attributes in your new class. You can use these attributes in the same way that you have used ordinary attributes based on elementary types, structures, and so on. Listing 5.9 shows how you could define a composition relationship between an Order object and a Delivery object.

```
CLASS lcl_delivery DEFINITION.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
  METHODS: constructor,
```

Figure 5.10 Inheritance Tree for Order Types
get_delivery_date RETURNING re_date
TYPE sydatum.

PRIVATE SECTION.
  DATA: delivery_date TYPE sydatum.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_delivery IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    delivery_date = sy-datum.
  ENDMETHOD.

  METHOD get_delivery_date.
    re_date = delivery_date.
  ENDMETHOD.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_order DEFINITION.
  PUBLIC SECTION.
    METHODS: constructor IMPORTING im_id TYPE i,
              release,
              track.
  PRIVATE SECTION.
    DATA: id TYPE i,
          delivery TYPE REF TO lcl_delivery.
ENDCLASS.

CLASS lcl_order IMPLEMENTATION.
  METHOD constructor.
    id = im_id.
  ENDMETHOD.          "constructor

  METHOD release.
  * Arbitrarily create a delivery for the order...
    CREATE OBJECT delivery.
  ENDMETHOD.          "release

  METHOD track.
  * Local Data Declarations:
    DATA: lv_delivery_date TYPE sydatum.
lv_delivery_date = delivery->get_delivery_date( ).
WRITE: / 'Order #', id, 'was shipped on',
lv_delivery_date.
ENDMETHOD. "track
ENDCLASS.

Listing 5.9 Reusing Classes with Composition

You should favor the use of composition over inheritance unless the inheritance relationships between classes are obvious. In Chapter 6, Inheritance, you will see how inheritance can bring along some unwanted baggage that can lead to inflexible designs if you are not careful.

5.5 Using the Refactoring Assistant

Inheritance provides a natural way for extending classes to adapt to changing functional requirements. However, sometimes you may not discover inheritance relationships until later on in the software development lifecycle. At that point, it is likely that you have not defined classes at the right level of granularity.

For instance, let’s revisit the Employee class hierarchy example that we have considered throughout this chapter. In this case, let’s imagine that the initial set of requirements only described functionality related to employees paid by the hour. Based on the information available at the time, you might decide that you simply need to create a single class called HourlyEmployee. At a later stage in the project, you are confronted with new requirements that are related to salaried employees, and so on. At this point, you realize that you probably need to incorporate a more generic Employee class at the root of the inheritance tree. Such changes will certainly affect the internal structure of class HourlyEmployee (although hopefully the use of encapsulation techniques will make these changes transparent to the outside world). In any event, any time you make changes such as this, you run the risk of introducing errors into the system. However, if you ignore these architectural observations, the effectiveness of your design will ultimately deteriorate over time.

In his famous book Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code (Addison-Wesley, 1999), Martin Fowler describes a process called refactoring that can be used to incorporate these kinds of structural changes into a design. The basic idea here is to improve the underlying structure of a system without affecting its external behavior. The Refactoring book describes a series of refactorings (or patterns)
Using the Refactoring Assistant

that can guide you toward making good design decisions whenever you alter the structure of your classes. In many cases, these refactorings must be performed manually and therefore require careful attention to detail to ensure that the changes are propagated consistently throughout the system.

Fortunately, SAP has provided a useful tool inside the Class Builder to assist you with your refactoring efforts for global classes. The **Refactoring Assistant** tool can be used to automatically perform some of the most common refactorings. This automation helps to ensure that you don’t accidentally make a mistake by omitting some of the manual steps involved with moving components between classes, and so on.

To demonstrate the functionality of the Refactoring Assistant tool, let’s try to perform a **Move Method** refactoring to move method `CALCULATE_WAGE` from class `ZCL_HOURLY_EMPLOYEE` to a newly derived superclass called `ZCL_EMPLOYEE`.

1. To start the Refactoring Assistant tool, select **Utilities • Refactoring Assistant** from the top menu bar of the Class Editor screen (see Figure 5.11).

2. Inside the Refactoring Assistant tool, you are presented with a tree control containing the subclass (`ZCL_HOURLY_EMPLOYEE`), its components (e.g., `CALCULATE_WAGE`), and its superclass (`ZCL_EMPLOYEE`) as shown in Figure 5.12.

3. To move the `CALCULATE_WAGE` method up to the base class level, select and drag the method name up onto the `ZCL_EMPLOYEE` node. Click on the **Save** button in the Refactoring Assistant toolbar to save these changes. At this point, both classes need to be activated for the changes to be fully committed.

SAP has plans to expand the functionality of the Refactoring Assistant in future releases, promising tighter integration with the new ABAP Editor. These features
will make the process of refactoring even more reliable and efficient, helping to ease the concerns of management types who fail to see the value in “fixing something that isn’t broken.”

5.6 UML Tutorial: Advanced Class Diagrams Part I

Section 1.6, UML Tutorial: Class Diagram Basics, introduced some of the basic elements of a class diagram, showing you how to define rudimentary classes along with their attributes and behaviors. In this chapter and the next one, we will expand our discussion of class diagrams to incorporate some of the more advanced concepts that have been described in the past few chapters.

5.6.1 Generalization

Most of the time, our discussions on inheritance tend to focus on specializations at the subclass level. However, if you look up the inheritance tree, you see that superclasses become more generalized as you make your way to the top of the tree. Perhaps this is why the creators of the UML decided to describe the notation used to depict inheritance relationships between classes in a class diagram as a generalization relationship.

Figure 5.13 shows a basic class diagram that depicts a superclass called Account along with two subclasses (CheckingAccount and SavingsAccount). Notice that each subclass has a connector drawn upward toward their superclass. The triangle at the top of the association identifies the relationship between the two classes as a generalization.
5.6.2 Dependencies and Composition

In Section 5.4, Inheritance versus Composition, we described the concept of inheritance in terms of a has-a relationship between two classes. In Chapter 1, Introduction to Object-Oriented Programming, we looked at how associations could be used to depict a composition relationship between classes. However, an association depicts a fairly loose relationship between two classes. Sometimes, you will want to define a composition relationship in more detail.

For example, often a composing class is highly dependent on a supplier class. In that case, it is a good idea to depict this tight coupling by creating a dependency relationship between the composing class and the supplier class. Figure 5.14 shows the dependency relationship between an Order class and a Delivery class as described in Section 5.4, Inheritance versus Composition.

The UML also provides a specific notation for depicting composition relationships. In Figure 5.15, this notation is used to show that an instance of class Address can be embedded inside either class Customer or class Vendor, but not both. This notation also implies that any instances of class Address will be deleted whenever the instance of the composing Customer or Vendor class is deleted.
As you can see in Figure 5.15, the filled-in diamond in the association line between the two classes in a composition relationship is always affixed to the composing class. The direction and cardinality of the association lines further describes the nature of the composition relationship. For example, in Figure 5.15, classes Customer and Vendor can reference zero or more instances of class Address.

Looking back at Section 5.4, Inheritance versus Composition, you can see that the UML interpretation for composition relationships is much more specific than the more common view of composition used in normal development scenarios. Consequently, you should be careful to only use the UML composition notation whenever you intend for composed objects to be completely managed by their composing objects.

5.6.3 Abstract Classes and Methods

Figure 5.16 shows the UML notation for depicting abstract classes and methods. The only requirement here is to italicize the class or method name to indicate that the class or method is to be defined as abstract.
Because italics are sometimes hard to read, you will often see developers tag abstract classes using the <<abstract>> keyword (see Figure 5.17).

![Figure 5.17 Non-Normative Form for Defining Abstract Classes](image)

**5.7 Summary**

In this chapter, you have learned how inheritance and composition techniques can be used to quickly and safely reuse the implementations of existing classes. In this chapter, we concentrated our focus on inheriting a class’s implementation.

However, there is another dimension of the inheritance relationship that we have not yet considered. In the next chapter, you will see how type inheritance can be used to further exploit inheritance relationships to make your designs more flexible.
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